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Abstract
We present four polynomial space and exponential time algorithms for variants of the EXACT
SATISFIABILITY problem. First, an O(1:1120n) (where n is the number of variables) time algo-
rithm for the NP-complete decision problem of EXACT 3-SATISFIABILITY, and then an O(1:1907n)
time algorithm for the general decision problem of EXACT SATISFIABILITY. The best previous al-
gorithms run in O(1:1193n) and O(1:2299n) time, respectively. For the #P-complete problem
of counting the number of models for EXACT 3-SATISFIABILITY we present an O(1:1487n) time
algorithm. We also present an O(1:2190n) time algorithm for the general problem of counting
the number of models for EXACT SATISFIABILITY; presenting a simple reduction, we show how
this algorithm can be used for computing the permanent of a 0/1 matrix.
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1. Introduction
Recently, a number of exact algorithms for several NP-hard problems have been
presented, e.g., [3,4,8,13,22,27]. Although they are all superpolynomial (and always
will be, assuming that P =NP), such algorithms must be taken into account. In many
cases, approximation algorithms cannot return acceptable results and we then have to
use algorithms with exponential time complexity. For instance, when compilers allocate
registers for variables, instances of the graph colorability problem need to be solved,
but as pointed out by Motwani et al. [24], approximation is of little use in this context.
When constructing superpolynomial algorithms it is crucial to reduce the base as far as
possible—reducing the base to its square root doubles the size of the largest instance
possible to solve. Resorting to the use of exponential space algorithms, the time com-
plexity can sometimes be considerably improved. The so-far fastest algorithm for the
MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SET problem by Robson [28] runs in O(1:1889n) and uses an
exponential amount of memory. This is to be compared with the fastest polynomial-
space algorithm, also by Robson, which runs in O(1:2025n) time. For practical use,
exponential-space requirements of an algorithm are of course highly undesirable.
A well-studied NP-complete problem is SAT, which asks for an assignment (to a set
of boolean variables) that satis#es a set of boolean clauses. There has been a recent
interest in exact solutions for 3-SAT and k-SAT [1,7,19,21,23,25,29,32], restricted versions
of SAT in which the clauses have length at most 3 or k, respectively. Currently, the
best algorithms for 3-SAT run in time O(1:4802n) deterministically [7] and O(1:3240n)
probabilistically [21].
Another variant of SAT is the EXACT SATISFIABILITY problem, abbreviated XSAT, where
exactly one literal is to be true in each clause. The general XSAT problem is closely
related to a number of interesting NP-complete problems, such as EXACT HITTING SET
and EXACT COVER [6,11]. Previously, the best algorithm for XSAT ran in time O(1:2299n)
[10].
X3SAT, also called ONE-IN-THREE SAT [15], is the special case of XSAT in which each
clause contains at most three literals. Porschen et al. [26] present an O(1:1382n) X3SAT
algorithm based on a reduction to perfect matching and claim to have an O(1:1193n)
time algorithm; the latter bound has also been achieved by Hirsch and Kulikov [18].
Our algorithms for X3SAT and XSAT combine various techniques including Davis–
Putnam style branching, canonization and matching, which lead to upper time bounds
of O(1:1120n) for X3SAT and O(1:1907n) for XSAT. Both algorithms are short, and thus
avoid a tedious enumeration of numerous cases which is common when solving NP-
complete problems.
While algorithms for many NP-complete decision problems are fairly well-studied,
this is not the case for their #P-complete counterparts, which count the number of
solutions. However, the interest in #P-complete problems has increased recently. There
have been a number of papers on counting problems and the class #P, for instance
[16,17,33,35,36]. Dahll(of and Jonsson [6] present algorithms for the #MAXIMUM INDE-
PENDENT SET problem and #XSAT—the latter runs in O(1:7548n) time and is the previ-
ously best one. Counting models for boolean formulae—mainly #SAT—has been studied
by several authors, for instance [5,12,20]. The problem of model counting is not only
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mathematically interesting, it has important applications within, for instance, arti#cial
intelligence. Many AI reasoning tasks (such as inference in Bayesian belief networks
[30]) require counting the number of models or are reducible to this problem [5,30].
Our algorithm for #X3SAT runs in O(1:1461n) time and uses polynomial space. In
order to obtain an ePcient algorithm, we mix some old ideas (i.e., subdivision into
connected components [2]) with some new ideas (i.e., the canonization of instances
using weight vectors). Applying these ideas to formulas with arbitrary clause length,
we obtain an O(1:2190n) time algorithm for #XSAT. This is faster even than the best
previous algorithm for deciding XSAT.
Our #XSAT algorithm is not as fast as our XSAT algorithm, because the latter has an
interesting case that reduces to matching, which is solvable in polynomial time. Even
if our reduction was parsimonious, counting perfect matchings is #P-complete [34],
and the best known algorithm for counting matchings in bipartite graphs (due to Ryser
[31]) runs in O(n22n) time.
As an interesting application, we show how our algorithm for #XSAT can be used
for counting the number of perfect matchings in a (not necessarily bipartite) graph.
The running time is in O(1:2190|E|), where |E| is the number of edges in the graph.
For graphs having maximum degree 7, this beats Ryser’s algorithm. We have found
no previous reference in the literature to algorithms for counting perfect matchings in
sparse graphs.
In the following presentation we #rst give some preliminaries, de#nitions and tech-
nical tools in Section 2. Section 3 deals with a procedure to canonize a CNF. Then
follows Section 4 on how perfect matching can be used. In Sections 5 and 6 we present
the algorithms D3 and D for the decision problems of X3SAT and XSAT, respectively.
After the decision algorithms, #D3 for solving #X3SAT is presented and proven correct
in Section 7. Section 8 deals with algorithm #D for the general #XSAT problem. Con-
clusions and a brief discussion about our results and possible future research directions
are given in Section 9.
2. Preliminaries
A propositional variable (or variable for short) has either the value true or false.
A literal is a variable p or its negation Rp. The literal p is true iS the corresponding
variable p has the value true and Rp is true iS the corresponding variable p has the
value false. A clause is a number of literals connected by logical or (∨). The length of
a clause x, denoted |x|, is the number of literals in it. The notation n-clause indicates
a clause of length n. We will sometimes need a sub-clause notation in this way:
(a∨ b∨C), such that C = c0 ∨ · · · ∨ cn is a disjunction of one or more variables. Let
|C| indicate the number of variables in the disjunction. In the following, literals will
be indicated by lower-case letters and sub-clauses by upper-case letters. A conjunctive-
normal form formula (CNF) is a sequence of clauses connected by logical and (∧). If
a variable p occurs only in one clause, we say that p is a singleton. If we do not know
if a variable c forms a literal of the form c or Rc, we use “∼ c” indicating either Rc or c
(and sometimes ∼1 a;∼2 b and the like, if there are more literals in unknown form). If
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Fig. 1. An instance F of X3SAT and a model M of F .
a variable p occurs only in the form p or Rp it is constant. To illustrate the two latter
concepts: having the two clauses x=(a∨ b∨∼ c); y=(d∨ e∨ c), if x=(a∨ b∨ Rc)
then we know that c is non-constant. Var(F) denotes the set of variables of the CNF
F . The degree of c, denoted (c), is the number of appearances of the variable c, that
is, the number of clauses that contain either c or Rc.
The exact satis;ability problem (XSAT) for a CNF is to #nd an assignment of the
variables such that exactly one literal is true in each clause. Such an assignment is
known as a model. The case when each clause has maximum length 3 is called X3SAT.
Given a CNF F , an assignment to the variables is inconsistent if any clause has no true
literal (it is unsatis;ed) or more than one true literal (it is over-satis;ed). A clause
with exactly one true literal p is said to be satis;ed by p.
Note that a CNF with no clauses has one model and a CNF with an empty clause
has none. In what follows, we view a model as a set M of literals, one for each
variable such that
M = {∼ p | ∼ p is p iS the variable p = true and Rp else}:
Note that unlike SAT, there are no partial assignments that can be easily veri#ed to
guarantee a model. Just because all clauses are satis#ed we are not done—we must
make sure that no clause is oversatis#ed. In Fig. 1, an example of a CNF and a
model for it is given. The counting exact satis;ability problem (#XSAT) consists of
determining the number of models for a CNF. Note that this is not the same as actually
outputting (enumerating) each model.
Our four algorithms are recursive decomposition algorithms based on the Davis–
Putnam procedure [9]. That means that we branch on one or more variables in the
formula F , i.e., we assign values to the variable(s) such that the problem for F is
reduced to the problem for two or more formulas with fewer variables.
The algorithms #D3 and #D, two of the algorithms we are heading towards, actually
do not solve #X3SAT and #3SAT, respectively, but related ‘arti#cial’ weighted problems.
In order to de#ne these problems we #rst need to de#ne the following: A weight
vector w for a CNF F is a vector such that for each element p∈Var(F) there are
two numbers, greater than 0, denoted w(p) and w( Rp), respectively. Those values will
be used for keeping track of the number of models as we shall see. The notation w
means that w(x)= 1 for all x.
Denition 1. Let Mods(F) denote the set of models of F and #M (F) the number of






Note that #M (F; w) of course equals #M (F).
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Two clauses are said to overlap if there is at least one variable p occurring in both
clauses. If p occurs as the same literal, the overlap is in the same sign. We say that
the clauses x and y n-overlap iS they share n variables. We now de#ne the constraint
graph of a CNF as the graph where the vertex set is the variables and the set of edges
is
{(a; b) | a and b occur together in at least one clause}:
This concept was introduced by Bayardo and Pehoushek [2].
A path x0 : : : xk is a set of variables such that each xi has an edge to xi+1 in the
constraint graph. We say that a CNF is connected iS in the corresponding constraint
graph, there is a path from each variable to every other. Otherwise, the CNF consists
of connected components and within each connected component this path-condition
holds. The components can be found in polynomial time by breadth-#rst search.
We need the concept of substitution of p by  in the CNF F , where  is a literal or
true or false, denoted F(p=). In the substitution, simpli#cations like ( false∨ a)→ (a)
are done. To avoid a tedious enumeration of trivialities we will not give all the de#ning
rules, but to get the idea the reader may note that in the context of XSAT any clause
where true occurs more than once causes inconsistency and {∅} (a CNF with no mod-
els) is returned. The notation F(a=; b=) indicates repeated substitution: F(a=)(b=).
3. Canonization
Drori and Peleg [10] introduced the concept of a canonical instance, which enjoys
certain properties. In general, canonical instances cannot be simpli#ed (having vari-
ables removed) in polynomial time, while the opposite holds for non-canonical ones.
The concept comes in handy when reasoning about the time complexity—assuming
that the instance is canonical we can limit the number of possible cases to analyze.
Foremost, however, it will be used in the algorithms where a major goal will be to
create non-canonical instances that can be pruned in polynomial time. After listing the
properties, we will present a polynomial time algorithm for transforming any instance
to a canonical one.
Along with the properties we will describe transformations that guarantee they are
true. Although some transformations may create violations of other properties, we can
continue transforming until all properties hold. This process is guaranteed to terminate
because each transformation shrinks the formula F .
If C is a disjunction of literals (subclause), then let F(a=C) denote the formula
that results from substituting C for a everywhere in the formula. We will also write
F(C=false) to denote the result of substituting false for all literals in C.
1. Every constant variable appears only positively: If there is a variable a that appears
only negatively, then let F =F(a= Ra).
(This is the only transformation that does not reduce the number of variables in F .
But it can be performed at most n times in between canonizations that shrink F , so
it contributes only a linear factor to the running time of any canonizing procedure
using it.)
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2. There are no 1-clauses: If F contains the clause (a) then let F =F(a=true).
3. There are no 2-clauses: If F contains the clause (a∨ b) then let F =F(a= Rb).
4. No clause contains the same variable more than once: If F contains the clause
(a∨ a∨C) then let F =F(a=false).
If F contains the clause (a∨ Ra∨C) then let F =F(C=false) and remove the clause.
5. Each clause contains at most one singleton: If F contains (a∨ b∨C) where a and
b are singletons then let F =F(a=false).
In addition, we update w and J in a special way, which the reader may ignore on a
#rst pass through the paper. The structures J and w will be de#ned below. We let
w(Rb)=w(Rb) ·w( Ra) and w(b)=w(b) ·w( Ra) + w(Rb) ·w(a), but we do not change J .
6. There are no two constant variables such that each clause either contains both
or contains neither: If there are two such variables a and b then let F =F(a=b).
7. If two variables a and b both appear in two clauses x and y then a and b
have the same sign in x and in y: If x=(a∨ b∨C) and y=( Ra∨ b∨D) then let
F =F(b=false).
If x=(a∨ b∨C) and y=( Ra∨ Rb∨D) then let F =F(a= Rb).
8. Any r-clause and any s-clause have at most r−2 variables in common. In partic-
ular, any two 3-clauses have at most one variable in common: If there are clauses
(A∨ b) and (A∨B) then let F =F(b=B).
Note: For this transformation to be correct, we assume that Property 7 holds.
9. If there are clauses (a∨ b1 ∨C1); (a∨ b2 ∨C2); : : : ; (a∨ bk ∨Ck) (not necessarily
distinct), then (b1 ∨ · · · ∨ bk) is not a clause: If such clauses exist, then let F =F
(a=false).
10. There is no pair of clauses x; y such that x⊆y: If such clauses exist, then let
F =F(a=false) for each a∈y; a =∈ x and remove x.
Several of the canonizations above are due to Drori and Peleg [11]. We use two
additional structures in order to be able to count solutions: a variable J holding an
integer value and a weight vector w.
Prop(F; w) takes a CNF F and a weight vector w. It returns a tuple (F ′; w′; J ), where
F ′ is the CNF obtained from F using the simpli#cation rules and w′ the weight vector
obtained from w. Let Prop(F; w; p) (Prop(F; w; Rp)) denote Prop applied to F(p=true)
(F(p=false)). In case an inconsistency is discovered, J is set to 0 and F ′ is set to
{∅}. Before any Rule is applied, J is initialized to 1. Note that trivial simpli#ca-
tions like removing a clause (true) is done when applying substitution, and hence not
listed.
When we substitute a value or expression for a literal in F , we will have to update
J and w correspondingly. The operations below will be performed implicitly, unless
we specify otherwise. Below let a and b denote any literals:
1. When we set a=0 (a=1), we set J = J ·w( Ra) (J = J ·w(a)).
2. When we set a= b, we set w(b)=w(b) ·w(a) and w(Rb)=w(Rb) ·w( Ra).
3. When we set a=B, we set w(b)=w(b) ·w(a) ·w( Ra)1=|B|−1 and w(Rb)=w(Rb) ·
w( Ra)1=|B| for every literal b in B.
Lemma 2. Let (F ′; w′; J )=Prop(F; w). Then #M (F; w)= J · #M (F ′; w′).
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Proof. As for the correctness of the properties and the transformations that guarantee
them, they can be easily veri#ed by the reader. The second and third operations to
ensure that the number of models are conserved may need some motivation, as well
as the operations in transformation 5:
2. For this case one can argue that any model containing b will contain a and in order
to balance the equation in the lemma, the multiplications are needed.
3. This case can be seen as a generalization of the previous one: in all models where
any b holds a holds and accordingly for the negative case. The multiplications be-
come somewhat more complicated since many b’s may be false in the same model.
In transformation 5 we may argue that since a was removed, b must represent both,
i.e., b is true whenever either a or b (but not both) is true and b is false when both
are false.
4. Reduction to matching
In this section we will present a polynomial time algorithm for deciding the existence
of models for instances of X3SAT and XSAT where all variables have degree at most 2.
Such an instance, F , will be transformed into a graph GF , and a maximum weighted
matching of a certain weight found in GF corresponds to a model of the instance.
Some more graph de#nitions are necessary here: For an edge e=(u; v), u and v are
called the endpoints of e. A matching for a graph G=(V; E) is a subset of edges
without common endpoints, not necessarily covering all vertices. Assuming each edge
has a non-negative weight, a maximum weighted matching is a matching such that no
other matching has higher weight. A maximum weighted matching is computable in
polynomial time [14]. This transformation technique was #rst presented by Porschen et
al. [26] for use in their algorithm for X3SAT. We here give our own, slightly diSerent,
proof for the sake of completeness.
To get rid of non-constant variables we will apply resolution. As the maximum de-
gree of any variable is 2, this process is very simple: Assume that the variable a is non-
constant such that x=(a∨C′) and y=( Ra∨C′′). Remove x and y from the instance and
add the clause z=(C′ ∨C′′). If z contains the two literals b and Rb they are removed.
Obviously, this operation is sound and complete with respect to exact satis#ability.
Algorithm MatchDecide(F)
1. If there are any non-constant variables, apply resolution.
2. Let each clause form a vertex and add an edge between every two clauses having
a variable in common. This forms the graph GF =(V; E).
3. Let S ⊆V contain the clauses having no singleton variable. Let the weight of an
edge e be the number of endpoints it has that belong in S (zero, one, or two).
4. Find a maximum weighted matching in G. If that weight is equal to |S| then return
‘Yes’ otherwise ‘No’. Note that the empty graph will produce ‘Yes’.
Lemma 3. For an instance F of XSAT such that all variables have at most degree 2,
MatchDecide(F) will in polynomial time return ‘Yes’ i> F is satis;able and ‘No’
otherwise.
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The straightforward proof is left as an exercise to the reader.
5. Algorithm for X3SAT
The following algorithm for X3SAT consists of a number of cases. As we have seen
in Section 4, the case when no variable has degree higher than 2 is polynomial time
solvable. That is crucial in the algorithm as the other cases can then exploit the fact that
there are variables of higher degree present. The greater the degree is, the greater the
number of #xed variables will be. The overall strategy of the algorithm is to remove
the number of higher degree variables as far as possible, as fast as possible. In case
5 of the algorithm, there are a maximum of n=7 such variables. That is advantageous,
since we then can check all possible assignments of such an instance relatively cheaply
as we shall see in the complexity analysis.
Looking at the constraint graph GF , we say that the vertex (variable) g is strong if
its removal causes GF to decompose into two components such that one component,
Gg contains exactly 6 vertices. We also say that the variable c is weak with respect
to g if c∈Gg and that h is non-weak if there is no strong variable for it. For the
complexity analysis we will need the following lemma:
Lemma 4. In a connected component of size at least 13 there are no two variables
c and g that are mutually weak with respect to each other.
Proof. If c is weak w.r.t. g then its removal may cause at most 5 variables to discon-
nect. As 13−6=7 and these 7 variables will be connected and g will be among those
7, g cannot be weak w.r.t. c.
We assume that we have a helper procedure DE which will perform an exhaustive
search on smaller instances (consisting of up to 13 variables) to decide their satis#a-
bility. It will guarantee that enough variables are present and can be removed in the
subsequent cases—for those cases it is necessary that the neighborhoods are suPciently
large.
The decision algorithms return a boolean value, and in order to keep that conceptually
apart from the CNFs we say that the algorithms return ‘Yes’ iS the formula has an
XSAT model and ‘No’ otherwise. Further, logical or will in this context be denoted OR.
The decision algorithms do not use all the information from Prop and for the sake
of simplicity, we assume here that Prop takes no weight vector and returns just the
simpli#ed formula.
The algorithm is as follows, and the cases are to be applied in the order given:
Algorithm D3(F)
1. If |Var(F)|613 return DE(F).
2. If F is not connected, apply D3 to each component and return ‘Yes’ if all applica-
tions return ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ otherwise.
3. Pick a non-weak variable c having (c)¿3 and a neighbor g, such that (g)¿3;
return D3(Prop(F(c=true))) OR D3(Prop(F(c=false))).
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4. Cycle through all possible assignments of the variables of degree higher than 2 and
use MatchDecide(F) for each assignment to see if it allows a model.
The following theorem establishes the correctness of D3:
Theorem 5. D3(F) will correctly decide whether F has an X3SAT model.
Proof. We look at the cases of D3(F):
1. DE(F) is correct by assumption. The choice of size is due to case 4 and the
de#nition of critical variable.
2. If F is not connected, then each component must have a model in order for F
to have a model. This case is correct assuming that D3(F) is correct for smaller
input.
3. If there is a model for F it will be found in one of the branches, as c= true and
c= false cover all possibilities.
4. Correct by Lemma 3.
5.1. Complexity analysis
In this section and subsequent complexity analyses, we will encounter recurrences of
the form T (n)6
∑k
i=1 T (n− ri) + poly(n). They satisfy T (n)∈O(+(r1; : : : ; rk)n) where




[23]. Since this bound does not depend on the polynomial factor poly(n), we assume
that all polynomial-time calculations take O(1) time.
Let R=
∑k
i=1 ri and then note that due to the nature of the function f(x)= 1 −∑k
i=1 x
−ri , the smallest possible real-valued root (and hence the best running time)
will appear when each ri is as close to R=k as possible, i.e., when the decrease in size
of the instance is balanced through the branches. Say for instance that R=4; k =2.
Then +(1; 3)= +(3; 1)≈ 1:4656 and +(2; 2)≈ 1:4142.
This section will consist of a number of case and sub-case analyses. Typically, the
analysis of a case m will establish an upper time bound U “for this case” which should
be interpreted: if throughout the whole execution of the algorithm,  is the only case
applicable, then U is an upper bound of the execution time. Hence one can easily see
that an overall upper time bound for the algorithm is the maximum Ui established for
all cases i.
When we have an instance that is not connected it will not increase the running
time as T (n)¿
∑k
i=0 T (ni), when n= n0 + · · ·+ nk .
When a clause z=(a∨ b∨ · · ·) becomes the clause z=(a∨ b) due to variable as-
signments, we say that z shrinks. Note that when a clause shrinks to a 2-clause it will
be removed by Prop along with at least one variable. When a clause (a) is created we
say that the variable is ;xed and, as we know, the variable will be removed by Prop
(Property 2). Further, in what follows we say that when a variable gets a #xed value
it may yield a set of #xed variables or shrunken clauses, e.g., given a CNF with the
clauses (c∨d∨ e), ( Rc∨f∨ g), c= true yields { Rd; Re; (f∨ g)}.
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Now, let T (n) denote the running time of D3, where n is the number of variables.
Note that due to Property 4 of a canonical CNF, all variables in a clause are distinct.
We now look at each case to #nd the worst one:
1. This case takes polynomial time, since the size of the instance is #xed by a constant.
2. This case will not increase the running time.
3. For this case we will #rst discuss the case (c)¿3.
For (c)¿3 there are at least four clauses, which by Property 8 look like this:
w=(a∨ b∨∼ c); x=(d∨ e∨∼ c); y=(f∨ g∨∼ c); z=(h∨ i∨∼ c). If c is con-
stant, i.e., always appear as c, then in the branch where c= true, the other vari-
ables of w; x; y; z will be put to false in the substitution (eSectuated by creation
of clauses like ( Ra)) to avoid any clause being oversatis#ed. These variables will
subsequently be removed by Prop. The branch c= true yields { Ra; Rb; Rc; Rd; Re; Rf; Rg; Rh; Ri}.
Similarly, c=false yields the following shrunken clauses: {(a∨ b); (d∨ e); (f∨ g);
(h∨ i)}. Thus, in the #rst branch 9 variables are removed (including c) and in the
second branch 5 variables are removed, so this case runs in O(+(9; 5)n) time.
If c is non-constant the sum of the variables removed in the two branches will
still be 9 + 5=14. However, the balance will be better. For instance, for the
case w=(a∨ b∨ Rc); x=(d∨ e∨ c); y=(f∨ g∨ c); z=(h∨ i∨ c), c= true yields
{(a; b); Rc; Rd; Re; Rf; Rg; Rh; Ri} and c=false yields { RaRb; (d∨ e); (f∨ g); (h∨ i)}, hence this
case runs in O(+(8; 6)n) time.
For (c)¿4 we will of course be even better oS. Now we may look at the case
(c)= 3.
The situation is depicted in Fig. 2—variables are dots and clauses are ellipses. We
know that g is non-weak and hence there is a clause z containing variables that
are not neighbors of c. The worst case is when c is constant—the branch c= false
Fig. 2. Case 3 in D3 depicted as a clause diagram.
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yields 4 variables and c= true yields 7 variables and at least 3 shrunken clauses
(remember g is not in z). This implies a worst-case running time in O(+(10; 4)n).
4. Let the set of all variables be denoted V and the set of variables of degree 3 or
higher be denoted V3. Then each application of this case runs in time 2|V3| (remember
that we assume that all polynomial work takes O(1) time).
As every component has at least 13 variables (guaranteed by case 1) then by
Lemma 4 and the previous case we know that no variables of degree 3 (or higher)
are neighbors. Hence |V3|6n=7.
For the overall time of the algorithm D, we note that the worst case so far is in
O(+(10; 4)n) (+(8; 6)¡+(9; 5)¡+(10; 4)). When the algorithm is #rst invoked the
number of variables is n and the work to reduce the instance is done either in this
case or in the rest of the algorithm. Using the variable p, 06p61 to distribute





2p=7 · +(10; 4)(1−p)
)n)
:
As +(10; 4)≈ 1:1120 and 21=7≈ 1:1041, the function 2 p7 · +(10; 4)(1−p) is strictly de-
creasing for 06p61. Hence, the worst case is when all work is done in the rest
of the algorithm, and then the upper time bound is in O(1:1120n).
Straightforward calculations give that O(+(10; 4)n)⊆O(1:1120n). Since all the cases
of the algorithm have a running time that is subsumed by or equals this bound, T (n)
is in O(1:1120n).
6. Algorithm for XSAT
In this section we will present an algorithm for general XSAT, i.e., when the clauses
are of arbitrary length. In D3, a shrunken clause counts as one variable removed, and
thus any #xed variable will have interesting eSects in each clause where it participates:
either it satis#es the clause or the clause shrinks. However, this is not the case when
the clause lengths are arbitrary. Instead we will exploit the higher clause lengths to
make sure that as many variables as possible are directly #xed by a branching variable.
The overall strategy is the same as for solving X3SAT—but here we will reduce the
number of higher degree variables to 2n=9.
Algorithm D(F)
1. If |Var(F)|69 return DE(F).
2. If F is not connected, apply D to each component and return ‘Yes’ if all applications
return ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ otherwise.
3. Pick a variable c, such that (c)¿3 and c occurs in at least one 3-clause, return
D(Prop(F(c=true))) OR D(Prop(F(c=false))).
4. Pick two 5-clauses overlapping in three variables: x=(a∨ b∨ c∨d∨ e); y=(c∨d
∨ e∨f∨ g); return D(Prop(F(a= Rb))) OR D(Prop(F(a=false; b=false))).
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5. Pick the variables c and d, both participating in the clauses x and y; return
D(Prop(F(c= Rd))) OR D(Prop(F(c=false;d=false))).
6. Pick a variable a such that (a)¿3 and a participates in a clause x=(a∨ b∨ c∨d),
where (b)¿3; return D(Prop(F(a=true))) OR Prop(F(b=true)) OR D(Prop(F(a=
false; b=false))).
7. Pick a variable a such that the neighborhood of a has 10 or more members; return
D(Prop(F(a=true)) OR D(Prop(F(a=false))).
8. Cycle through all possible assignments of the degree 3 variables and use Match-
Decide(F) for each assignment to see if it allows a model.
Theorem 6. D(F) correctly decides whether F has an XSAT model or not.
Proof. This proof is similar to the one for Theorem 5. The main diSerences are cases
4–6 and 8. Case 8 is correct by assumption (if there are no degree 3 variables left, then
there is one assignment which is checked by MatchDecide). To see the correctness
of cases 4 and 5, let us look closer at case 5: all cases are covered—since c and d
appear together in at least two clauses (by Property 7 they have the same sign and we
assume without loss of generality that they are both positive) they cannot both satisfy
a clause, i.e., they are either both false or must have opposite values. That last case
is eSectuated by the substitution F(c= Rd).
As for case 6, all cases are covered here as well: assume without loss of generality
that a and b are constant, then in the #rst call a= true; b= false, in the second call
a= false; b= true and in the third call a= false; b= false.
6.1. Complexity analysis
In one of the later cases of the complexity analysis we will need to summarize the
upper time bounds thus far, so numerical approximations will be shown for each case.
Now, we consider the non-trivial cases of D:
3. We know that there is a clause x=(a∨ b∨∼ c) and we also know there are two
more clauses y and z containing c. We consider two main cases: c is either constant
or non-constant.
Main case 1: c is constant.
(a) |y|= |z|=3: Since the overlap is in one variable only, the interesting part of the
instance has this con#guration (by Properties 8 and 7): x=(a∨ b∨ c); y=(d∨ e∨
c); z=(f∨ g∨ c). c= true yields { Ra; Rb; Rd; Re; Rf; Rg} and c= false yields {(a∨ b); (d
∨ e); (f∨ g)}. Hence this case runs in O(+(7; 4)n)⊆O(1:1382n) time.
(b) 3= |y|¡|z|: From Property 8 it follows that y=(d∨ e∨ c). To get the worst case
we want z to contain as few new variables as possible. Note that c is already a
member and by Property 10 we may pick at most one member from each of x
and y, say a and d. Since |z|¿4 there is at least one new variable f in z. Hence,
by Property 7, z=(a∨d∨ c∨f) and this case runs in O(+(6; 3)n)⊆O(1:1740n)
time.
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(c) 3¡|y|6|z|: By Property 7, all variables of x; y and z have the same sign. By
Properties 8 and 10, at least three new variables must participate in y, thus
y=(c∨d∨ e∨f) (or y=(b∨ c∨d∨ e∨f)). Looking at z, we see that z=(b∨ c
∨d∨ g) would violate Property 8 and z=(c∨d∨ e∨ g) also violates Property
8. Hence z=(b∨ c∨d∨ g∨ h) so c= true yields { Ra; Rb; Rd; Re; Rf; Rg; Rh} and c= false
makes x shrink. Hence, this case runs in O(+(8; 2)n)⊆O(1:1749n) time.
Main case 2: c is non-constant.
(a) |y|= |z|=3: By canonicity, it must hold that x=(a∨ b∨ Rc); y=(d∨ e∨ c); z=
(f∨ g∨ c). The branch c= true yields {(a∨ b); Rd; Re; Rf; Rg} and c= false yields
{ Ra; Rb; (d∨ e); (f∨ g)}. So, this case runs in O(+(6; 5)n)⊆O(1:1347n) time.
(b) 3= |y|¡|z|: By Property 8, y=(d∨ e∨∼ c). Then we have two cases, depending
on the sign of c in x and y.
We #rst look at the case when c has the same sign in x and y, i.e., x=(a∨ b∨ c);
y=(d∨ e∨ c). Then by Property 7 there must be at least 3 new variables in z, i.e.,
z=(f∨ g∨ h∨ c). c= true yields { Ra; Rb; Rd; Re} and c= false yields {(a∨ b); (d∨ e);
Rh; Rg; Rf}. This gives O(+(6; 5)n)⊆O(1:1347n) time.
In the second case, c has not the same sign in x and y, i.e., x=(a∨ b∨ c); y=
(d∨e∨ Rc). Say—without loss of generality—that c∈ z. By Property 7, neither d nor
e may participate in z, and by Property 10 only one more variable of x, say a may
participate in z. Hence, there are at least two new variables: z=(a∨f∨ g∨ c). The
assignment c= true yields { Ra; Rb; (d∨ e); Rf; Rg} and c= false yields {(a∨ b); Rd; Re)}.
This gives O(+(6; 4)n)⊆O(1:1510n) time.
(c) 3¡|y|6|z|: Here there are two cases as well:
In the #rst case, c has the same sign in y and z, i.e., x=(a∨ b∨ c) and Rc∈y,
Rc∈ z. By Property 7, neither a nor b participates in y and hence there must be at
least 3 new variables: y=(d∨ e∨f∨ Rc). For z, there will have to be at least 2
new variables: if |z|=4, then this is enforced by Properties 8 and 10, if |z|¿4,
3 variables (including c) from y may participate but no more, and the other
ones must be new. Thus we can assume that z=(f∨ g∨ h∨ Rc). The assignment
c= true yields { Ra; Rb}; c= false yields {(a∨ b); Rd; Re; Rf; Rg; Rh}. The running time is
in O(+(7; 3)n)⊆O(1:1586n).
As for the second case: c has not the same sign in y and z, i.e., x=(a∨ b∨ Rc),
c∈y and Rc∈ z. By Property 7, there must be at least 3 new variables in y, i.e.,
y=(d∨ e∨f∨ c). Again by Property 7, z may contain no variables from y (ex-
cept c) and, by Property 10, only two (including c) from x. Hence z=(b∨ g∨ h∨
Rc). The assignment c= true yields {(a∨ b); Rd; Re; Rf}; c= false yields { Ra; Rb; Rg; Rh}.
Thus the running time is in O(+(5; 5)n)⊆O(1:1487n).
4. (a∨ b) yields { Rc; Rd; Re; (f∨ g)} and Ra; Rb yields Rf; Rg. Hence, this case runs in O(+(5;
4)n)⊆O(1:1673n) time.
5. We know that |x|¿3—otherwise it would have been dealt with previously. Thus
x=(a∨ b∨ c∨d∨ · · ·). By Property 7, we know that whenever c and d appear
together they have the same sign. We now discuss the various cases, depending on
the length of x.
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Let us start examining the possibilities when |x|=4, i.e., x=(a∨ b∨ c∨d). De-
pending on the length of y, we get three cases:
(a) The #rst case is |y|=4: By Properties 8 and 10, y=(c∨d∨ e∨f). The branch
(c∨d), i.e., when c and d have opposite signs yields { Ra; Rb; Re; Rf}; Rc; Rd yields
{(a∨ b); (e∨f)}. We see that this case runs in O(+(5; 4)n)⊆O(1:1673n) time.
(b) The second case is |y|=5: If y=(c∨d∨ e∨f∨ g) then we have O(+(6; 3)n)⊆
O(1:1740n) time. By Property 8, we know that y =(b∨ c∨d∨ e∨f). The case
y=(c∨d∨ e∨f∨ g) gives O(+(6; 3)n)⊆O(1:1740n) time.
(c) The last case is for higher lengths of y, i.e., |y|¿6. Here we have upper
time bounds of the form O(+(|y|; 3)n) and the worst case is in O(+(6; 3)n)⊆O
(1:1740n) time.
We now look at the cases |x|=5: When x=(a∨ b∨ c∨d∨ e) we have already
examined the case |y|=4 (above) and hence we start with |y|=5.
(a) |y|=5: By Property 8, we get that y =(b∨ c∨d∨ e∨f) and the case y=(c∨d
∨ e∨f∨ g) has been taken care of earlier in the algorithm. For y=(c∨d∨f∨
g∨ h) we have O(+(7; 2)n)⊆O(1:1907n) time.
(b) |y|¿6: By Property 7, y =(b∨ c∨d∨ e∨f∨ g). Here we have upper time
bounds of the form O(+(|y|+1; 2)n) and the worst running time is in O(+(7; 2)n)
⊆O(1:1907n) time.
For |x|=6, i.e., x=(a∨ b∨ c∨d∨ e∨f) we also have two cases:
(a) |y|=6: By Property 8, y =(b∨ c∨d∨ e∨f∨ g). If y=(c∨d∨ e∨f∨ g∨ h)
we have O(+(7; 2)n)⊆O(1:1907n) time. Obviously, less overlap will involve
even more variables and give better upper time bounds.
(b) |y|¿7: By Property 8, y =(b∨ c∨d∨ e∨f∨ g∨ h). Here we have upper time
bounds of the form O(+(|y| + 1; 2)n) and the worst case is in O(+(8; 2)n)⊆O
(1:1749n) time.
For |x|¿6 we see that we will have upper time bounds of the form O(+(|y|; 2)n)
where |y|¿7 and since +(8; 2)61:1749, these cases run in O(1:1749n) time.
6. When this case is reached no pair of clauses overlap in more than one variable and
the clauses containing variables with higher degree than 2 are at least 4 in length.
We look at the branches: a= true yields {Rb; Rc; Rd}, further, a participates in two
other clauses x and y which are at least 4 in length. Hence at least 10 variables are
removed here. The branch b= true similarly yields at least 10 removed variables.
The third branch will make x shrink and hence 3 variables are removed. This case
runs in O(+(10; 10; 3)n)⊆O(1:1781n) time.
7. We have a worst case when a is constant. Then one branch will remove only a itself
and the other a and the neighborhood. This gives a running time in O(+(1; 11)n)⊆
O(1:1843n).
8. This case is most similar to the last case of D3.
Due to the previous cases, the following conditions hold on each variable c such that
(c)¿3: No such variable appears in a clause of length more than 4—it appears
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in no clause of length 3 (this has been taken care of earlier in the algorithm),
its neighborhood contains at most 9 members and there is no overlap. For similar
reasons, (c)= 3. Further, c is in contact with no other 3-degreed variable and there
is no overlap greater than 1 between any two clauses. Hence |V3|=|V | is at most 29
(when each 2-degreed variable is in contact with two diSerent 3-degreed variables)
and so we have a running time for this case in O(22·|V |=9). For the overall time
of the algorithm D, we note that the worst case so far is in O(+(7; 2)n). Using the
variable p, 06p61 to distribute the work, the following gives an overall upper





22p=9 · +(7; 2)(1−p)
)n)
:
As +(7; 2)≈ 1:1907 and 22=9≈1:1665, the function 22p=9 · +(7; 2)(1−p) is strictly de-
creasing for 06p61. Hence, the worst case is when all work is done in the rest
of the algorithm, and then the upper time bound is in O(1:1907n).
To summarize: this algorithm runs in O(1:1907n) time.
7. Algorithm for #X3SAT
The following sections deal with the counting problems of XSAT. It is interesting
to note that the exactness property makes these problems very similar to #PERFECT
MATCHINGS and thus of immediate interest. Consider the following reduction: Given a
graph G=(V; E), let each edge in E form a variable ei. For each vertex in V make
a clause vj consisting of the ei’s that are incident to it. This forms the CNF FG. Any
XSAT model of FG corresponds to a perfect matching since all vertices are covered, but
only once, and so #M (FG) is the number of perfect matchings. Counting the number of
perfect matchings in a bipartite graph is tantamount to computing the permanent of a
0=1 matrix. The so-far best algorithm to that end runs in O(n22n), [31], where n is the
number of vertices. Using the above reduction and our algorithm for #XSAT we get a
running time in O(1:2190n), where n is the number of edges. As the number of edges
may be quadratic in the number of vertices, our algorithm is inferior in the general
case. However, for graphs with maximum degree up to 7 we have a better running
time. To the best of our knowledge, this is the #rst algorithm for sparse graphs.
In this section we will present the algorithm #D3 for #X3SAT. As previously men-
tioned the algorithm solves a weighted problem and to count the number of models of
F we invoke #D3(F; w; 1).
Just as for the decision algorithms, there will be a helper algorithm #DE that performs
an exhaustive search on smaller instances. To avoid some trivialities in the complexity
analysis, we will without loss of generality assume that F is canonical (otherwise use
Lemma 2).
Algorithm #D3(F; w; J )
1. If |F |69 then return J · #DE(F; w).
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Fig. 3. A canonical CNF where each clause overlaps with two other, and each overlap is in the same sign.
2. If F is not connected, apply #D3(Prop(Fi; w)) to each of the connected components
and return the product of the results.
3. Pick any c such that (c)¿3; return J · (w(c)#D3(Prop(F(c=true)); w) + w( Rc) · #D3
(Prop(F(c=false)); w)).
4. Pick any non-constant c; return J · (w(c)#D3(Prop(F(c=true)); w) + w( Rc) · #D3
(Prop(F(c=false)); w)).
5. Pick two overlapping clauses x=(a∨ b∨ c) and y=(c∨d∨ e) such that x contains
no singleton; return J · (w(c)#D3(Prop(F(c=true)); w)+w( Rc) · #D3(Prop(F(c=false));
w)).
6. Pick any non-singleton variable c; let (F ′; w′; J ′)=Prop(F(c=true); w) and (F ′′; w′′;
J ′′)=Prop(F(c=false); w); return J (w(c)J ′ + w( Rc)J ′′).
For the correctness of #D3 we have the following theorem:
Theorem 7. #M (F; w)= #D3(F; w; 1).
Proof. We look at the cases of #D3:
1. This case is correct by assumption.
2. Having connected components F1; : : : ; Fk , any model of Fi can be combined with any
model of Fj (i = j). Thus the number of models is J ·
∏k
i=1 #D3(Fi; w).
3. We assume that #D3 is correct for smaller inputs so that #D3(F ′; w′)= #M (F ′; w′).
Then by Lemma 2, J · #D3(F ′; w′)= #M (F(c=true); w) and the result is similar for
the branch of c= false. Further, we know that #M (F; w)=w(c)#D3(F(c=true); w)+
w( Rc)#D3(F(c=false); w).
4. This case is justi#ed as Case 2.
5. This case is also justi#ed as Case 2.
6. Each clause overlaps with exactly two other clauses, and the overlap is in the same
sign—a circle-like form that is depicted in Fig. 3. The substitution F(c=true) will
open the circle and the ending clauses will contain two singleton variables each.
Prop will apply Rule 4 until all variables are consumed, so Prop(F(c=true); w)
= (∅; w′; J ). By Lemma 2, #M (F(c=true); w)= J · #M (∅; w′) and by the observation
that the empty CNF has one model follows that #M (F(c=true); w)= J . Reasoning
similarly for the branch c= false, we conclude that #M (F)= J (w(c)J ′ + w( Rc)J ′′).
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7.1. Complexity analysis
As usual, we want as many clauses as possible to be removed by an assignment
of a variable. The following lemma says something about the clauses surrounding any
pair of clauses, which will come in handy in the analysis:
Lemma 8. For any two overlapping 3-clauses x and y in a canonical CNF, there are
clauses x′ and y′ such that x overlaps with x′ and y overlaps with y′.
Proof. For a 3-clause z to overlap with only one other clause z′, the overlap must be
in two variables since there are no clauses having two singletons, by Property 5. This
violates Property 8.
Note that it might be that x′=y′. This will create some extra cases to consider in
the analysis.
We will look into the cases of #D3 to #nd the one which gives the upper time
bound.
1. This case is constant time, as the exhaustive search will be applied only to instances
of #xed size.
2. Connected components will not increase the running time.
3. When c participates in three clauses, x, y and z, we know that there is no other
overlap among these clauses, since the instance is canonical.
There are two cases:
(a) c has the same sign in all clauses: x=(a∨ b∨ c); y=(c∨d∨ e); z=(c∨f∨
g). The assignment c= true yields { Ra; Rb; Rd; Re; Rf; Rg}, further, since the three
clauses are not the whole of the instance (by Case 1) and are connected (by
Case 2) there will be at least one more clause v overlapping with x, y or z.
In the worst case v will not be satis#ed, but it will anyhow shrink. The second
branch, c= false, yields {(a∨ b); (d∨ e); (f∨ g)}. Thus, T (n)6+(8; 4)n.
(b) c has not the same sign in all clauses: x=(a∨ b∨ c); y=(c∨d∨ e); z=( Rc∨f
∨ g). The assignment c= true yields { Ra; Rb; Rd; Re; (f∨ g)} and at least two more
shrunken clauses while c= false yields {(a∨ b); (d∨ e); Rf; Rg} and at least one
more shrunken clause; T (n)6+(7; 5)n.
It is obvious that c occurring in three clauses is the worst case for c participating
in more than two clauses. More clauses of length one will be created by Prop if c
occurs in more clauses.
4. Let x and y be the clauses containing c and Rc and x′ and y′ the clauses in contact
with x; y which we know exist by Lemma 8:
(a) x′=y′. If x and y overlap with x′ in one variable each, say a and e, then
the worst case will have x′=(a∨ e∨f) and then c= true yields { Ra; Rb; (d∨ e);
(e∨f)} and c= false yields { Rd; Re; (a∨ b); (a∨f)}; T (n)6+(5; 5)n.
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(b) x′ =y′. The clause satis#ed by c will yield { Ra; Rb} and since at least one of
these participates in another clause, that clause will at least shrink. The clause
containing Rc will shrink as well. That removes at least #ve variables and the
branch for Rc is dual; T (n)6+(5; 5)n.
5. We know that there are two other clauses x′ and x′′ overlapping with x and by
Lemma 8 there is one clause y′ (and possibly another clause y′′) overlapping with y:
(a) x′=y′=(a∨d∨f), x′′=y′′=(b∨ e∨ g). We know that f = g holds as the
instance is connected, the instance contains more than three clauses and no
variable occurs more than twice. The assignment c= true yields { Ra; Rb; Rd; Re;
f; g} and since either f or g (or both) occur in another clause z, the two
other variables of z will be #xed and those two variable will cause either #xa-
tion or shrunken clauses. The assignment c= false yields {(a∨ b); (d∨ e); Rf; Rg}
and at least one shrunken clause; T (n)6+(11; 6)n.
(b) x′=y′=(a∨d∨f), x′′=(b∨ g∨ h). The assignment c= true yields { Ra; Rb; Rd; Re;
f; (g∨ h)} and since either d or f overlaps with another clause z the two other
variables of z get #xed which causes at least two more clauses to shrink. The
assignment c= false yields {(a∨ b); (d∨ e)}; T (n)6+(10; 3)n.
(c) x′=(a∨f∨ g) =y′=(e∨ h∨ i), x′′=(b∨ j∨ k). The assignment c= true
yields { Ra; Rb; Rd; Re; (f∨ g); ( j∨ k); (h∨ i)} and c= false yields {(a∨ b); (d∨ e)};
T (n)6+(8; 3)n.
6. The last case of #D3 is solvable in polynomial time since Prop runs in polynomial
time.
Straightforward calculations give O(+(8; 3)n)⊆O(1:1461n), O(+(5; 5)n)⊆O(1:1487n)
and the other cases are subsumed by these two cases. Thus #D3 runs in O(1:1487n)
time.
8. Algorithm for #XSAT
In this section we will present #D which counts models for instances of arbitrary
clause length.
Algorithm #D(F; w; J )
1. If |F |69 then return J · #DE(F; w).
2. If F is not connected, apply #D(Prop(Fi; w)) to each of the connected components
and return the product of the results.
3. Pick any non-constant variable c; return J · (w(c)#D(Prop(F(c=true)); w)+w( Rc) · #D
(Prop(F(c=false)); w)).
4. Pick a variable c and a variable d such that there are two clauses x and y where
c; d∈ x and c; d∈y; return J · (#D(Prop(F ∪ (c∨ Rd)); w)+J ·w( Rc) ·w( Rd)#D(Prop(F
(c=false;d=false)); w)).
5. Pick any non-singleton variable c in a clause x of length 3; return J · (w(c)#D(Prop
(F(c=true)); w) + w( Rc) · #D(Prop(F(c=false)); w)).
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6. Pick any non-singleton c occurring in no clause of length 4; return J · ((w(c)#D
(Prop(F(c=true)); w) + w( Rc) · #D(Prop(F(c=false)); w))).
7. Pick a clause (a∨ b∨ c∨d) where all variables are non-singletons; return J · (w(a)#
D(Prop(F(a=true)); w)+w(b) · #D(Prop(F(b=true)); w)+w(c) · #D(Prop(F(c=true));
w) + w(d) · #D(Prop(F(d=true)); w)).
8. The instance contains this structure: (a∨ b∨ c∨d); (a∨L1); (b∨L2); (c∨ e∨f∨ g),
where d and e are singletons and |L1| and |L2| are at least 3; return J · (w(a)#D(Prop
(F(a=true)); w) + w(b) · #D(Prop(F(b=true)); w) + #D(Prop(F ∪ (c∨ Rd)); w)).
Theorem 9. #M (F; w)= #D(F; w; 1).
Proof. The correctness proof of #D(F; w) is similar to the one for Theorem 8. The only
thing that needs justi#cation is that the cases of the algorithm are actually exhaustive,
i.e., all possibilities are covered.
Let us study the possible structure of the instance after each case: after Case 3 all
variables must be constant; after Case 4 all overlaps are in one variable only; after
Case 5 all clauses have length at least 4; after Case 6 each clause either has length 4
or has length ¿5 and overlaps only with clauses of length 4; after Case 7 each clause
of length 4 has one singleton and each such clause must overlap with at least one
other clause of length 4 (since the longer clauses do not overlap). Thus the instances
remaining will be applicable for Case 8 and the algorithm is correct.
8.1. Complexity analysis
We look at the non-trivial cases:
3. The worst case here is obviously when c appears in only two clauses c∈ x and
Rc∈y.
(a) |x|= |y|=3: c= true #xes the two other variables in x and makes y shrink.
The other branch is symmetric and so this case runs in O(+(4; 4)n).
(b) |x|=3; |y|=4: c= true #xes the two other variables in x. The other branch
#xes the three other variables in y and makes x shrink. Thus, this case runs in
O(+(3; 5)n).
(c) |x|¿4; |y|¿4: c= true #xes the three other variables in x. The other branch is
symmetric. Hence this case runs in O(+(4; 4)n). We also see that any increase
of length in either x or y will make the running time even better.
4. This case is similar to Case 3 of D and the only diSerence is that the case
x=(a∨ b∨ c∨d∨ e); y=(c∨d∨ e∨f∨ g) may appear. That case runs in O
(+(6; 2)n) time.
5. Due to the previous cases of #D, we know that the overlap is in one variable only
and that the variables are constant. Let x=(a∨ b∨ c). The case |y|=3 runs in
O(+(4; 4)n) time and the remaining cases run in O(+(|y|+ 1; 3)n). Hence the worst
running time is O(+(5; 3)n).
6. Obviously, the worst case involves two clauses of length 5, which gives O(+(9; 1)n)
time.
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7. The worst case is when each of the non-singletons appears in one other 4-clause.
This yields O(+(7; 7; 7; 7)n) time.
8. This case yields O(+(7; 7; 4)n) time: for the 4 in +(7; 7; 4), one removed variable
comes from the substitution F(c= Rd), two comes from Ra; Rb and the last removed
variable comes from ( Rd∨ e∨f∨ g) since c and e both are singletons and one of
them will be removed by Prop.
Straightforward calculations give that O(+(4; 4)n)⊆O(1:1892n), O(+(7; 7; 4)n)⊆
O(1:2085n), O(+(3; 5)n)⊆O(1:1939n), O(+(6; 2)n)⊆O(1:2106n), O(+(9; 1)n)⊆
O(1:2131n) and O(+(7; 7; 7; 7)n)⊆O(1:2190n). Thus the overall running time is in
O(1:2190n).
9. Discussion and conclusion
We have presented four algorithms, each of which has considerably decreased the
upper time bound for its speci#c problem. Based on the Davis–Putnam procedure [9],
our algorithms make use of techniques such as perfect matching, canonization and
branching. The improvements are due to a better case analysis, exploitation of possible
neighborhood con#gurations and a number of new canonization properties.
When it comes to the question of how to improve the algorithms even further, one
can note that the canonical properties presented so far are not the only ones; the authors
of this article found several others. These other properties look somewhat exotic and
were not useful in the algorithms presented here, but they might #nd their future use. As
an example, there is no constant variable d with neighbors c1; c2 : : : cn such that there is
a clause x=(c1 ∨ c2 ∨ · · · ∨ cn ∨ 3) where each ci has the same sign in the clauses of c
and in x. For instance: (a∨ b∨ c∨d∨ e); (g∨f∨ c∨d∨ e); (g∨ h∨ a∨d∨ e); (h∨ b
∨f∨ c∨ e∨ 3). Obviously, 3 must have the same value as d.
One could hope that the increased knowledge in the 3-SAT problem would give some
hints on how to improve the XSAT algorithms. Unfortunately, although the two problems
have properties in common—both being NP-complete boolean decision problems—
there is a fundamental diSerence in structure. Due to the exactness property of XSAT,
each assignment of a variable eSectively constrains the allowed values of a number
of other variables. This is reWected in the considerably lower upper time bounds for
XSAT compared to 3-SAT. Further, given the time complexity of the algorithms presented
here, it must be considered a non-trivial task to construct randomized algorithms with
even lower upper time bounds.
Another question is how to construct counting algorithms in a more systematic fash-
ion. We note that many algorithms for NP-complete problems search the entire search
tree with the exception of certain branches that can be easily pruned (i.e. if a formula
contains a unit clause (p), then we do not need to consider branches where p is set to
false.) Given such an algorithm, one could assume that the algorithm could be modi#ed
to also count the solutions along the way. Unfortunately, the modi#cations needed for
keeping track of the number of solutions are not always obvious. This is illustrated by
the introduction of weight vectors in our algorithm; the pruning rule is quite obvious
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but the method for counting solutions is less so. There are also pruning rules that do
not seem to be extendible for use in counting algorithms, e.g., this canonical property:
11. There is no constant variable a such that every clause x containing a also contains
a singleton bx = a.
If there is such a variable then let F =F(a=0).
Thus, it is not likely that a general pattern can be found that will take any algorithm
for a NP-complete problem and transform it to an algorithm for the corresponding
counting problem.
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